Prepare for Changes to M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources Systems

The M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System (FINPROD) will be unavailable from noon Saturday, April 20, through 6 a.m. Monday, April 22, 2013. This will allow ITS to implement technology upgrades to FINPROD and discontinue the Financial Operational Data Store (FINODS) reporting environment.

Note: The FINPROD service interruption is shorter than originally communicated to some audiences.

During the service interruption, Cash Receipt Tickets and HSIP will be unavailable. FINODS will be available to view or report on data, although the data will be current only through Friday, April 19. The Financial data sets in the U-M Data Warehouse also will be available for reporting during the outage. A more detailed description of how this may impact you is available at: http://www.mais.umich.edu/fi

Changes Effective April 22, 2013

After FINODS is discontinued, FINODS users will need to change procedures as described in the list below. Users who currently run reports and PS Queries from M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System (FINPROD) will not need to change their procedures.

- Financial, Space Management, nVision reports, and public PS Queries from FINODS are available in the M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System.
- If you currently run reports and PS Queries from FINODS, there is a slight navigation change in Wolverine Access. On the Faculty & Staff tab under University Business, select M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System.
- FINODS Run Control IDs are not transferred to the M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System. You may need to re-establish Run Control IDs in the M-Pathways Financial & Physical Resources System.

For Questions or Assistance

Contact the ITS Service Center:
M-F, 7 a.m.-6 p.m. (phone and email); Sun, 1-5 p.m. (email)

- Submit a Service Request Online
- 734-764-4357 (4-HELP)
- 4HELP@umich.edu
- its.umich.edu/help
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